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AGENDA
Agenda for the 31st Annual General Meeting of COH on 24 August
2018
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Opening Prayer – by Pastor Dennis Huang
Praise and Worship – by Thomas S. Handoyo
President’s Address – by Pastor Dennis Huang
Adoption of Annual Report 2017
Adoption of Statement of Account for Year 2017 – by Ivy Goh
Adoption of Proposed Budget for year 2018 – by Ivy Goh
Election of Executive Committee Member – by Pastor Dennis
Delegation of Approval of Minutes of AGM 2017 to the Exco
– by Pastor Dennis Huang
9. Appointment of Auditor for Year 2018 – by Pastor Dennis
10. Any Other Business – by Pastor Dennis Huang
11. Closing Prayer – by Mr Kirindeep Singh
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VISION AND MISSION
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Message from The President and The Executive Director
Pastor Dennis Huang
President

Pastor K. Steven
Executive Director

It is that time of the year where I would like to thank our clients,
donors, caregivers and staff for all their support and effort
throughout the year.
2017 has been a year of continued introspection and maturing as an
organisation for the Christian Outreach to the Handicapped. We
have identified four key strategic areas for the next few years –
Client-Centric, Corporate Governance, Continuous Improvement
and Capacity Building.
We are very grateful to our Government for providing ample
funding and more importantly – a forward-looking and caring
social service environment, which includes training opportunities,
assistance, understanding and support of the ministry of COH.
During the year, we focused in excelling in our services to our
clients, improving in organizational matters and serving the
community around us compassionately.
God has been faithful in providing financially, as we trusted Him,
and we have been blessed again. Not only does God bless us with
finances, His Spirit enables us to use our God-given gifts to reach
out with love to our clients, caregivers, the community around us,
and also our volunteers and staff. Our accountability as stewards is
very important, as we honour the contributions of our donors.
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Message from The President and The Executive Director
At this time, we have significant funds, which have been divided
accordingly for various purposes.
In order to make sound decisions on the use and maintenance of
these funds, we have in place our Fund Management Committee,
which develops guidelines and funding structure to define the
purpose and use of every fund.
Amongst these funds, we have the Needy Client Fund and
Caregiver Support/Training Fund; these funds are used to provide
crucial support to families, alleviating their financial burdens and
to build up their capabilities to care for their dependants.
A “COMMUNITY SILVER TRUST FUND” has also been set up
by the government to help us widen the range, scale and quality of
our services.
Our Executive Director, Staff of COH, Executive Committee
Management Team, and I would once again like to thank all
supporters – government agencies, clients, donors, caregivers and
volunteers for working with us hand-to-hand over the years. We
look forward towards working with them in the years to come to
serve those with special needs who are entrusted under the care of
COH.
We have done well and achieved much. Let us continue to seek
out opportunities and serve our clients and their caregivers with
utmost humility.
Dennis Huang & K Steven
16 August 2018
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COH’s Executive Committee & Management Team

Pastor Dennis Huang
President

Mr Jimmy Chan
Member

Ms Ivy Goh Hui Li
Vice President/
Treasurer

Mr Kirindeep Singh
Secretary

Management Team

Pastor K. Steven – Executive Director
Ms Caline Kee – Executive – Administration and
Human Resource
Ms Maricar Lorenzo – Physiotherapist
Ms Victoria Lim – Social Worker
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1. Governance Policy
COH is governed by a committee, whose members are elected
according to the Society’s constitution. Board members do not
receive any remuneration for their involvement in any way at
COH. None of the Board members held staff appointments.
Presently, the Board comprises the President, Vice
President/Treasurer, Secretary, and one other elected Board
member. The Committee charts the strategic directions of
COH and ensures that the charity is run responsibly, so that
the charity would continue to be effective, credible and
sustainable.

2. Conflicts Of Interest
COH has zero risk appetite for non-disclosure and entering into
conflicting transactions. All employees, key executives and
Board members of COH shall provide a disclosure of their
interests to the Board, in all other organizations, in which they
are directors, have control, have a substantial shareholding or
monetary interest, when they are newly employed or appointed
and whenever there are updates.
There is no known family relationship of the executive staff with
any of the board members. There is also no known conflict
of interest arising during the year.
In addition, all staffs and Board members are required to
declare on an annual basis that he or she does not have any
personal or private business that might be in conflict to their
functions or employment with COH.
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3. Programme Management
The Board reviews and approves strategic plans and
outcomes of COH to measure the effectiveness and efficiency
of programmes and that outcomes are in line with its mission
and objectives.
4. Financial Management and Controls
The Board reviews and approves an annual budget. The
Board also monitors regularly its budget income and
expenditures to ensure COH operates efficiently and adhere
strictly to financial governance policies. The annual accounts
are also audited by an independent professional audit firm.
5. Human Resource Management

The Board approves documented human resource policies for
staff. COH recognizes that it is vital to have adequately
trained and experienced people resources with the ‘heart’
and the right attitude to achieve COH organizational
objectives.
In this regard, COH has in place professional development,
transparent performance appraisals and regular supervision
and feedback systems.
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6. Reserves Policy
COH targets for at least two times of operating reserves, so
as to ensure the charity’s ability to serve its clients, are not
subjected to the vagaries of the economy.
7. Fundraising Practices
COH has established guidelines on fundraising. These
guidelines are based on the best practices set out by the
National Council of Social Services and the Charity Council.
COH does not engage any third party fundraisers.
8. Disclosure and Transparency
No Board members receive any remuneration.
No staff is involved in setting his or her own remuneration.
In 2017, no staff member receives more than $100,000 in
annual remuneration.
9. Public Relations & Corporate Communications
The Board has established procedures relating
to releasing information about the Charity and its
activities to the media, its stakeholders and the public.
The board designates the Executive Director as
the spokesperson for COH.
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10. Managing Risks

The Board has established procedures and systems to
identify, regularly monitor, review and manage any major
risks COH may be exposed.
11. Code Of Conduct & Ethics
The Board has approved documented code of conduct &
ethics for all Board members, staff and volunteers.
12. Loans
The Society do not make any loans to any employees,
management, Board members, any related parties or third
party.
13. Sponsorship to Other Charities
The Society does not provide any sponsorship from or to any
charities.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF EVENTS &
COLLABORATIONS
COH clients are engaged in different events organized by or in
collaboration with other organizations/institutions, e.g., schools,
corporations and churches from Singapore and overseas.

Building Acceptance, Offering Hope to individuals with
intellectual disability
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Chinese New Year Celebration
A yearly Chinese New Year celebration will include clients participating in different
activities; singing, arts and craft, etc. It also includes sharing the word of God with
our clients, caregivers, staffs and volunteers. Donors and sponsors also kindly chip in
to cater delicious food for our clients.
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Visit to River Safari – Collaboration with Purple Outings
In collaboration with Purple Outings, our clients got the opportunity to interact,
play and ‘jalan-jalan’ to River Safari, with students from Central ITE. The outing
did not only bring smiles to our clients, but also give them an opportunity to
interact with student volunteers and allow them to practice social etiquette. By
organizing such outdoor events for the clients, it promotes inclusiveness and
allows them to interact with the community.
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Visit to SEA Aquarium - Collaboration with Purple Outings

In collaboration with Purple Outing, Coleman College brought our clients to
the SEA Aquarium. Our clients enjoyed seeing the sea creatures, this
collaboration also provided the clients from the low income families, a
chance to visit the SEA Aquarium, which their families may not be able to
afford.
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Easter Celebration
Celebrating Easter is a yearly event in COH, it reminds us of the Lord’s victory over
death. Even though our clients come from all religious backgrounds, we believe
that the joy of Easter can be celebrated by all. Bashir(top left), Ilfan (bottom left)
and Rafiqha (right), are our Muslims clients, who happily takes part in the
celebration.

All clients are accepted and loved, regardless of their race, religion or
financial backgrounds.
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Tampines Public Library with students from Bowen Secondary School
Visiting the library is one of the activities that our clients look forward to. Our
client, Ian, from our EAC Tampines, is always excited for library visits. Visiting
the library allows our clients to be out in the community and provides them
the opportunity to browse through different books. It also allows them to
learn social etiquettes, e.g. being quiet in the library.
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Collaboration with National Library Board Singapore
Besides bringing our clients to the library, staffs from NLB also visit our
centres. They engaged our clients through story telling sessions. Our clients
enjoy the session and were benefited richly from this program.

Abled does not mean enabled. Disabled does not mean less abled.
― Khang Kijarro Nguyen
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Bedok North Secondary School – Collaboration with Touch Community
With the support from Touch Community, clients from EAC Tampines were engaged
by students from Bedok North Secondary school. They organized various fun
activities for our clients. Through singing, dancing, drawing and playing games
together with the students, our clients were able to express themselves freely. Our
clients were also able to build on their interactional skills and socialise with the
students.

These activities also allowed the students to learn to care and love people, who are
different from them.
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Catholic Junior College (CJC) Work Attachment Programme

COH has been partnering CJC for many years, the collaboration helps their
students understand the work of social service through the WASP (Work
Attachment and Shadowing Programme). Their work attachment in COH
consists of at least 10 students and usually ranges from 2 to 3 weeks. The
students work alongside COH staffs in their daily tasks, in caring for the clients.
The students also involved in our yearly fund raising event Flag Day 2017.
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Inclusive Sport Festival
Organized by ActiveSg, clients from EAC Tampines had the opportunity to participate
in sports activities, with volunteers at the newly opened, Our Tampines Hub. This
event encouraged people with disabilities to be active, despite of their challenges.
Our clients enjoyed the sport games, it increased their self-confidence and self
esteem levels and exposed them to different sports activities.
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NUS Ethelonter 2017
NUS Ethelonter is an annual freshmen community service camp, to promote the
spirit of volunteerism through exposing freshmen to various volunteering
opportunities. Throughout the camp, freshmen also engage in activities that carry
elements of empathy and learn how best to interact with beneficiaries.
In this event, NUS freshmen came to COH to engage clients with various activities
such as games, drawing, colouring, etc.
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Birthday Celebration with Mount Olive Church of God Singapore (MOC)
Clients from EAC Tampines were blessed to celebrate the birthday of one of
the MOC members. Instead of celebrating with her friends or family
members, the birthday girl chose to celebrate with our clients. With engaging
programmes and a sumptuous spread of food, they enjoyed themselves in
the centre.
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National Day Celebration 2017
Our yearly National Day celebration, is organized a week before National Day.
Volunteers,caregivers/family members of clients, together with the clients and
staffs were blessed with God’s word as well as performances, food and a day of
interesting programmes.
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Appreciation to our Long Service Volunteer
Ms Jean Burgess had been volunteering in COH as a Physiotherapist for 5
years. November 2017 was her last service in COH, as she would be going
back to her home country, USA. She had been a blessing for COH, especially
to the clients in Toa Payoh. May God continue to bless her and her family.
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YMCA Prom 2017
It is an annual event organized by YMCA, where clients are given the
opportunity to mingle with volunteers from various organizations. Mr Teo
Chee Hean, Deputy Prime Minister and Coordinating Minister for National
Security was the Guest of Honor in this event. Our clients had a fun day out
with the volunteers, visiting different places of interests in Singapore.
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Service Learning Project with Ngee Ann Polytechnic
Students from Ngee Ann Polytechnic have been regular volunteers to COH
in EAC Toa Payoh. As part of their learning journey, they have a yearly
service learning project, where they engage our clients in different
activities and programmes. Some students have been coming back to
volunteer in their own free time. We truly thank them for their time and
efforts in engaging our clients in meaningful activities.
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Visit to the Science Centre with students from Hall of NUS
A group of NUS students under the Hall of NUS visited EAC Toa Payoh. They
brought our clients to the Singapore Science centre, where they visited the
different exhibitions and displays together. Through this event, the students
were thankful for the opportunity to learn and to interact with people with
special needs. Our clients enjoyed the visit, where they were exposed to the
different science exhibitions.
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Friends of MSF Award
COH is a faithful partner of MSF, where we collaborate in helping young
offenders re-integrate into the society. COH open its doors to the young
offenders under probation, to complete their community hours with us. It is
proven that this programme not only gives the young offenders another
chance to re-look at their course of life, but also gives them the opportunity
to reflect, as they serve people with intellectual disabilities and the less
fortunate.
With their fruitful time in COH, some of them have also continued
volunteering, even after completing their community hours. COH was
presented the Friends of MSF Award, by Minister Desmond Lee, Minister for
Social and Family Development and Second Minister in the Ministry of
National Development. COH is proud of its achievements and will continue to
strive to help these offenders re-integrate into the society.
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COH Flag Day 2017
COH Flag Day 2017 was held on 25 November 2017.
It was a fruitful time of engaging the public to
collect donations. Through street collections and
appeal letters, we managed to raise $140,708.03.
Our Flag Day involved 121 volunteers and groups
from different churches and schools.
These funds will greatly help us in our daily
operations and also provide subsidies to the low
income families.
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Baptist International Ministry
We had the privilege to host the International Baptist Ministry team
from USA. Being founded by Baptist Missionary from USA, we hope to
reconnect the church with COH. We hope we will work more closely
with the church in the near future.

Baptist International Ministry
Team consists of Rev. Dr Benjamin
Chan Area Director of East and
South Asia of IM and wife, Rev. Ivy
Wu, and Mr Emerson Wu.
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Christmas Celebration 2017
Christmas is a season of giving and time of celebrations. Our clients always
look forward to Christmas where they get to receive presents and be involved
in various fun activities.. With activities like, singing, dancing, art and crafts,
performances and the sharing of the Word of God, the clients greatly enjoy
this event.

When we remember a special Christmas, it is not the presents
that made it special, but the laughter, the feeling of love, and
the togetherness of friends and family that made that
Christmas special. - Catherine Pulsifer
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Special Olympic

Organized by Special Olympic Singapore, this is an annual sports event,
catered for individuals with intellectual disability. Our clients are privileged
to be able to participate in this event. Through practice, our clients have
managed to attain medals. This event provides our clients with the
opportunity to develop their talents in sport, encourages them to lead a
healthy lifestyle and also increases their confidence level.
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Block 161 Opening Ceremony
We were honoured to
have Dr Ng Eng Hen,
Minister for Defence, MP
for Bishan-Toa Payoh GRC
and Grassroots Advisor, to
grace our opening
ceremony of our
expansion centre,
Emmanuel Activity Centre
@Toa Payoh (Autism) on
28 October 2017.
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His Arrow Church Youth Camp Program
As part of their youth camp programmes, these youths from His Arrow
church came to engage our clients with singing, dancing and other
activities.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY – YEAR 2017

Income and Expenditure ($'000)
3,000
2,722
2,500

2,274

2,230
2,098

2,169

2,000
1,728
1,500

1,000
624
500
105
TOTAL INCOME

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

(500)
(502)
(1,000)

2015

2016

2017
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Breakdown of Expenditure for 2017
44,074

55,633

Fund Generation, Governance &
Admin costs
389,144

Employee benefits expenses

74,907

Client Care

General Operating Costs
1,605,111

Amortisation and depreciation

Balance Sheet ($'000)
6,000
5,254
5,000

4,751

4,837

4,000
2,983

3,000

2,879

2,986

2,133
2,000

1,735

1,734

1,000
138

137

117

TOTAL ASSETS

TOTAL LIABILITIES

2015

RESTRICTED FUNDS

2016

UNRESTRICTED FUNDS

2017
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Profiles of Emmanuel Activity Centres of COH
EMMANUEL ACTIVITY CENTRE (EAC) @171 & 161
EAC@171
Number of clients: 38
Number of program staff and admin: 17
EAC@161
Number of clients: 15
Number of program staff: 4
SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER: Mr Harjit Singh
Physiotherapist: Ms Maricar Lorenzo
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Profiles of Emmanuel Activity Centres of COH
EMMANUEL ACTIVITY CENTRE (EAC) @414
TAMPINES
Number of clients: 51
Number of program staff: 16
SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER: Ms Elaine Ke
Physiotherapist: Ms Maricar Lorenzo
HQ:
Number of staff: 6
Executive Director: Ps K. Steven
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